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T h e  T i m e s
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a f r i d i z i a k  T h e a T r e  n e w s

t h e  e X t r a o r d i n a r y  s t o r y 
o f  o n e  m a n ’ s  i m a g i n a t i o n

ta v a z i v a  t e n

p r o g r a m m e



t a v a z i v a  d a n c e  p r e s e n t s

 

Tavaziva Ten is a special anniversary show celebrating ten years of unique dance making. 
 

Bawren Tavaziva’s distinctive african style is powerful, memorable and entirely contemporary. his music 
composition and unique choreographic inventions have been described by press as “a contemporary african 

masterpiece” and “nothing short of explosive”. 
 

This extraordinary story of one man’s imagination is a stunning and seductive collection of 10 dance gems 
performed by Tavaziva’s eight outstanding dancers. Join us on a journey of favourite works including sensual 

africa, wild dog, Greed and mandla - you will be surprised, stunned, moved and inspired. 
 

Tavaziva Ten has toured to 22 venues in 2014.

About tAvAzivA DAnce
our vision is to make original contemporary African choreography that excites, transforms and 

enriches people’s experience of dance. through performance, training, learning and participation, 
we aim to share a culture of creative exchange, opportunity, excellence and innovation. 

Led by artistic director zimbabwean 
born Bawren Tavaziva, the company 
has established itself as a significant 
presence in the Uk dance landscape. 
fusing african and contemporary 
dance and music, the work portrays 
challenging and current topics to 
create a unique dance theatre style, 
deeply rooted in african cultures. 

The heart of the company beats 
around the unique choreographic 

voice of Bawren and as well as 
developing his choreographic skills 
with his company of excellent dancers 
he brings his unique artistic vision and 
inspiration to a fast growing audience. 

Tavaziva dance also runs Tavaziva 
maLe, an all-male company for 14-19 
year olds. This unique programme 
offers high quality training to enable 
career development that aims high 
and achieves great results.

The company has received a range of 
commissions from Trinity Buoy wharf, 
influx dance, state of emergency, 
Ballet Black, and most recently 
Trinity Laban Conservatoire of music 
and dance to create new work for 
Transitions in 2014.

t h e  e X t r a o r d i n a r y  s t o r y 
o f  o n e  m a n ’ s  i m a g i n a t i o n

ta v a z i v a  t e n
W e  W a r m l y  W e l c o m e  y o u  t o  a  s t u n n i n g 

a n n i v e r s a r y  s h o W  c e l e b r a t i n g  a  d e c a d e  o f 
c h o r e o g r a p h i c  e X c e l l e n c e

The
Mercers’
Company

“Phenomenal performance. Could not take my eyes off 
the stage for a second! amazing how beautiful the human 

body can be. Truly inspirational.”
Audience Member



bawren tavaziva was born in a rural village 
in zimbabwe. Football, Michael Jackson, new 
edition and Kung Fu movies viewed at the local 
community hall in the Harare suburb of tafara 
provided inspiration to bawren and his friends. 
they practiced the admired dance styles, karate 
moves and football skills in the streets. bawren’s 
musical talents also developed at this time on a 
guitar made by his brother from a 5 litre tin can 
and fishing wire.  

as Bawren reached his teens he was drawn to a dance 
programe that targeted talented under-privileged 
youngsters. Classes were given in contemporary dance, 
traditional dance and ballet in the townships and 
Bawren was soon selected to join extra classes for the 
most talented. at 18 Bawren became an apprentice for 
Tumbuka dance Company, touring africa and europe 
for five years. in 1998 he moved to the Uk where he has 
performed with Phoenix dance, Union dance Company, 
Jazzxchange, Carol Brown and sakoba dance Theatre. 

Bawren’s first choreographed work was wachona 
for Tumbuka in 1994. The sense, in this piece, of the 
traditional existing side by side with modern culture as 
it is evolving in zimbabwe today remains the theme that 
Bawren returns to in his work. Bawren’s choreography 
has since been commissioned by influential Uk and 
african dance companies. Bawren is also a talented 
musician and has made music for most of his 
commissioned works.

in 2004, Bawren’s choreography was selected as one of 
five finalists in the prestigious Place Prize. as a result 
of his choreographic success, Bawren formed Tavaziva 
dance, which tours nationally and internationally. 

Outreach teaching and participation in workshops are 
vital parts of Bawren’s work and he has worked with all 
ages, from children as young as five to adult classes, 
throughout the Uk, in europe when on tour and of 
course in africa. Bawren brings to his workshops his 
enthusiasm for dance and the creative experience. 

above: Bawren, aged 4, with his mother

2004 

umdlalo Kasisi

Dancers: 
Bawren Tavaziva, 
keisha Grant, 
navala Chaudhari, 
Jake nwogu, 
Yamuna devi 
Chaudhari

tavaziva 
timeline

2005

Soul inspired 

Dancers: 
Bawren Tavaziva, 
Paula Condiut, 
Lerato Lipere, 
simon foster, 
arthur kyeyune, 
nicholas watson, 
diwele molale Lubi

2006 - Spring

bophelo

Dancers: 
Bawren Tavaziva, 

diwele molale Lubi, 
Gibson muriva, 

nicholas watson, 
Paula Conduit, 
Lerato Lipere, 
simone foster

2007 - Spring

chatsva 
(explosion)

Dancers: 
samson felo, 

amanda Lewis, 
Lerato Lipere, 

shelley-ann maxwell, 
anna watkins, 

nick watson, 
Xenoula eleftheriades

baWren 
tavaziva

1umdhlalo Kasisi (2004) is a poignant portrayal of a 
loved one lost to aids, first created and performed in 

2004 at The Place as part of The Place Prize. “This is a 
celebration of my sister’s life who past away from hiV.”

2 Mandla (2006) is a powerful dance piece exploring 
the themes of struggle for freedom and fair 

treatment, in honour of nelson mandela who dedicated 
his life to fighting for the views, attitudes and rights of 
all people of south africa. “This is a personal tribute to 
mandela. at the same time i was looking at people who 
fight during wars, who deserve the same respect and 
have never been recognised for their work.”

3 Double take (2011) represents Bawren’s journey 
and his contribution to the contemporary dance 

landscape in the Uk. it unearths the joy that arose from 
the hardship he personally faced, through the fusion of 
zimbabwean and muchokoyo with contemporary dance. 
“i feel like i live two lives when i made it: the western 
life and my african life.”

4 chivezwa (2006) is a fluid interpretation inspired 
from stone sculptors. “This was inspired by an artist 

who created a sculpture that contains spirit movement 
and stories.”

5 My Friend Robert (2009) draws on Bawren’s 
personal experiences to ask how an inspirational 

african leader, adored by his people, can descend into 
horror: corruption, violence, disease and economic 
meltdown. 
“This piece speaks about the rise and fall of robert 
mugabe. i am not a politician, i’m just creating work 
from my personal experience as a zimbabwean.” 
 
interlude a powerful duet to live drumming.

6 Wild Dog (2010) captures the beauty and elegance 
of one of africa’s most endangered species, whilst 

delving deep into the unknown and articulation of the 

beast. “my aim with this piece was to 
raise awareness of the wild dog, that 
is sadly becoming extinct.”

7 Sinful intimacies (2009) is 
a sensual duet dealing with 

african society’s unease with same-
sex love, and the company’s major 

work.“it speaks about things that are never spoken 
about but nevertheless exist in africa, in particular gay 
relationships.”

8 Sensual Africa (2012) is a choreographic work 
of art, crafted with sublime precision following 

Bawren’s inspirational trip to one of africa’s most 
beautiful and compact countries, malawi. he says: 
“it shows the beauty of how different people are and 
their beliefs. in particular, the Chewa tribe, who i 
fear and have great respect for. so working with them 
was a privilege, so by working with them now it was a 
privilege.”

9the orphan (2013) hope is the element that 
inspired north korean refugee Joseph kim who 

escaped from China to the Usa. “i heard Joseph kim’s 
Ted talk which was hard-hitting. he escaped aged 
16 and i took hope as an element which inspired this 
piece.”

10 Greed (2013) deals with the complexities of money, 
power and religion and the subtle and not so 

subtle differences between african and western cultures 
accompanied by a stimulating and infectious soundtrack. 
“identifying the mark of the beast 666 – i identified Greed 
as the most dangerous trait within humans.” 
 

tonight’s programme:
baWren’s personal thoughts
on tavaziva ten



Delia: imagine i’ve never seen your work, how would you 
describe it to me? 
Bawren: i’m a choreographer, i originate from zimbabwe, i 
create work that reflects my life. i fuse it with african dance and 
contemporary dance and by doing that i’ve created a vocabulary 
of its own.

D: it’s interesting how the vocabulary develops. You obviously need to 
find dancers that can take on that dual language, so how do you instill that 
in a dancer? 
B: firstly i make sure they are classically trained. its much easier to 
communicate with them, they are more able to understand what i’m doing 
i teach them purely african dance. i really grill the rhythms into them - 
particularly because on this side of the world, rhythms are really tricky to 
communicate.

D:How did you make the move from being a dancer working with 
other choreographers to making your own work and company and 
establishing your own voice?  
B: i got inspired when i was a young boy in zimbabwe. neville Campbell, 
who was artistic director of Phoenix, came to zimbabwe. he was 26/27 
and his choreography and ideas were amazing, i didn’t know anything 
about dance and was curious to know how somebody could have this 
imagination. 

D: How did you start dancing? 
B: i started dancing when i was five! we used to dance 
to michael Jackson and new edition too. where 
i lived there was a community centre and the 
national Ballet of zimbabwe were holding 
outreach workshops. i decided to join but the 
teacher told me i was too young - but i stayed. 
i thought ‘this is my community centre and 
i can stay if i want to!’ so then after four 
years as a dancer with neville Campbell 
i decided i wanted to go to London and 
i worked with Union dance, sakoba and 

Phoenix. i tried all the platforms available to show my own 
work and was a finalist for the tThe Place Prize in 2004.

D: that was the first Place Prize, nobody knew what 
kind of impact that was going to have on anybody. i 
remember how it gave me a little bit of hope, because 
i’ve grown up with half the companies you’ve mentioned 
and seen them fade away or disappear, so it was 
amazing and right that you were amongst the finalists 
it was a wonderful moment. What did that exposure do 
for you as a choreographer and as a company? 
B: it was amazing to be in the finals alongside hofesh 
schecter and other big choreographers, like rafael 
Bonachela. it was not long after that i got a letter from 
the arts Council saying that they were going to provide 
some funds.

D: i was there! (Happiness and laughter) 
Bawren: Thank you! You made a big impact.

D: How do you decide what your work is going to be 
about? 
B: i come from a society that doesn’t speak a lot. i feel like 
this is my opportunity to speak. i can talk about topics to 
do with politics and i can say what i think, not just from my 
own experience but also from my family’s. i can talk about 
things that i can’t talk about in my own country.

D: Are you going to make a piece about the way you 
experience uK politics. 
B: i would love to make a piece about Uk politics. i think 
often about the injured soldiers and those killed in war. 
it’s harsh.

D: You create a lot of the music for your productions. 
What’s the relationship between the music and the 
choreography? 
B: i started with music before dance training. i enjoyed 
80’s reggae artists such as Clement irie, sanchez. i 
started to blend this together. it’s like working hand in 
hand - if i make a track i can see movement-wise what i 
want to do.

D: So what comes first, the music or the dance? 
B: it bounces!

D: Have you performed your work in zimbabwe? if so, 
what was their reaction? 
B: Yes, we did heart of darkness in hifaf festival about 5 
years ago. They know me as a dancer and they thought 
the work was very professional and those who knew me 
were crying. 

D: Any companies apart from your own you would like 
to choreograph for? 
B: Yes, rambert maybe Phoenix.

D: What is the connection between working with young 
people and apprentice dancers? What do you offer your 
apprentice dancers? 
B: it’s very important in life to work with the young 
people, because for me it’s from where i come from. i 
was told i was too young and i decided to stay there.

it’s changed my life and what i am doing now is what i’ve 
always wanted to do. i want to inspire young people, keep 
them off the street. some are amazing choreographers 
and they’re young. i hope i might trigger something. i am 
their mentor. They perform like the full time dancers and 
i help them to get a full insight into the choreography 
and what i need from them. i train them technically and i 
work them twice more than the other guys and they have 
extra classes. i also want to make sure that they audition 
well and get a job.

D: What will we be talking about when we do the 
tavaziva Dance company 20th anniversary interview 
B: The best choreography ever at sadlers wells and 
african contemporary as its own style by that point.

D: i really do think you have stuff to say. A great 
choreographer being able to speak - it’s just about 
making good work - not be about being a black /African 
choreographer, just making good work. 
B: it’s horrible to hear the reason you were funded was 
because you’re black and not because of your work.

D: it’s just good work. i will make sure i get you 
speaking at some point. 
B: Yes that would be beautiful.

Delia barker is the co-Director of english national 
ballet School as well as an independent consultant 
specialising in business development within the 
creative sector. Previously, she was Senior officer in 
Dance at Arts council england and in 2010 Delia was 
named as one of the cultural Leadership Programme’s 
50 Women to Watch in culture.

2008 - Spring

chatsva 
(expolsion)

Dancers: 
amanda Lewis, 
samson felo, 
Lerato Lipere, 
shelley-ann maxwell, 
anna watkins, 
nick watson

2009 - Spring

Heart of 
Darkness 

Dancers: 
ingrid abbott, 
amanda Lewis, 
Gerrard martin, 
anna watkins, 
everton wood

2009 - Autumn

Heart of 
Darkness

Dancers: 
kristina alleyne, 

katie Cambridge, 
anna watkins, 

Jade Yung, 
Graham adey, 

martina Bussi, 
Tony James-andersson 

2010 - Spring

Wild Dog

Dancers: 
kristina alleyne, 

katie Cambridge, 
anna watkins, 

Jade Yung, 
Graham adey, 

martina Bussi,  
devaraj Thimmaiah

in conversation:

delia barker
talks to baWren



Anna Watkins
anna graduated 
from the rambert 
school of Ballet 
and Contemporary 
dance in July 2005. 

since then anna has worked with 
european Ballet, neville Campbell, 
shobana Jeyasingh, Pair dance, 
maxwelldanceProject, Chris nash 
and motionhouse. anna is also the 
artistic director of her own company, 
watkinsdance formed in 2011 
touring nationally and internationally. 
she has been commissioned to 
choreograph for CaT newcastle, new 
College Youth dance Company and 
Third row dance Company. she was 
a dance artist for english national 
Ballet working alongside east London 
dance and Choreographer andre´ 
Gingras. anna was the rehearsal 
assistant for Tavaziva dance autumn 
2009 and spring 2010 seasons and 
joined Tavaziva dance in 2007. 

bafana Solomon 
Matea
Bafana solomon 
matea is from 
south africa. he 
trained on a full 

scholarship at the alvin ailey school 
in new York. Upon graduating, 
Bafana performed with Ballet 
hispanico and elisa monte, before 
joining Battery dance Company. 
with Battery dance, he toured 
to five continents , performing 
and teaching workshops, whilst 
presenting his own choreography. 
Bafana also co-founded Juxtapower 
dance Company, where he was 
rehearsal director. Other companies 
he danced for included delerious 
dance, Thomas Ortiz dance, 
matthew westerby dance, staten 
island Ballet, new hampshire dance 
Theater, and Covenant Ballet.  

carmine De Amicis 
Carmine was 
born in italy and 
he began his 
dance training 
in Ballroom and 

Latin american. in 2009 he received 
the award for best Latin american 
dancer for his category and 
represented italy in international 
competitions. he trained in Ballet 
and Contemporary dance at 
the italian national academy of 
dance in rome. whilst in rome, 
he worked with contemporary 
choreographers matteo d’alessio, 
salvator spagnolo, Laura di Biagio e 
massimo de marco, as well as being 
a backing dancer for italian films. 
he graduated with a Ba in foreign 
languages with a specialisation in 
dance history and then moved to the 
Uk to join the postgraduate dance 
company maPdanCe (University of 
Chichester). in 2014 he performed 
internationally with pieces by kerry 
nicholls, Gary Clarke, Yael flexer, 
Liz aggiss and hagit Bar. he then 
joined Chantry dance Company for 
the project ‘Chasing the eclipse’ 
(Uk). Carmine joined Tavaziva dance 
in 2014.

Daniella Selwood 
daniella began 
dancing in Leeds 
in styles such 
as street, soca, 
reggae and 

Contemporary. she trained at the 
northern school of Contemporary 
dance, graduating in 2013 with 
a 1st Class honours degree in 
Contemporary dance. whilst at 
nsCd, daniella has worked with 
choreographers such as douglas 
Thorpe, (mad dogs dance Theatre), 
sharon watson, (Phoenix dance) rita 
marcalo, dam Van huynh, Jose agudo 

and many more. daniella has worked 
on professional projects with rosie 
kay dance Company performing both 
nationally and internationally. she 
has also performed with keneish 
dance on their stage piece Tabula 
rasa.daniella joined Tavaziva dance 
in 2013 following an apprenticeship 
as a postgraduate student at London 
Contemporary dance school. she 
became a company dancer in 2014. 

ellen Yilma 
ellen graduated 
from London 
Contemporary 
dance school in 
July 2011, having 

previously trained at Tring Park, 
school for the Performing arts. On 
completing her Ba(hons) ellen joined 
Tavaziva dance as an apprentice 
dancer, part of the Postgraduate 
apprenticeship scheme at LCds. she 
has toured with watkinsdance since 
June 2012 within the Uk and italy, 
and in spring 2013 took part in the 
Barbican exhibition ‘dancing around 
duchamp season’, performing merce 
Cunningham repertoire curated by 
Jeannie steele. Last autumn she 
worked with iJad dance Company 
on their project ‘infinite-space’, and 
more recently this year completed 
her ma in Contemporary dance with 
distinction. ellen joined Tavaziva 
dance as a company dancer in 
september 2012. 

dancers2010 - Autumn

Wild Dog

Dancers: 
kristina alleyne, 
katie Cambridge, 
Lisa rowley, 
anna watkins, 
Petros Treklis 

Apprentice Dancers: 
serena morgan, 
hannah spencer

2010 - Autumn

Double take

Dancers: 
kristina alleyne, 
katie Cambridge, 
Lisa rowley, 
Petros Treklis, 
anna watkins 
 
Apprentice Dancers: 
serena morgan, 
hannah spencer, 
Chevon edwards

2011 - Autumn

Double take

Dancers: 
kristina alleyne, 

katie Cambridge, 
Lisa rowley, 

Petros Treklis, 
anna watkins, 

Travis Clausen-knight

Apprentice Dancers: 
Viola Vicini  

Lauren wilson, 
ellen Yilma

2012 - Spring & 
Autumn

Sensual Africa

Dancers: 
katie Cambridge, 

Travis Clausen-knight, 
Lisa rowley, 

Petros Treklis, 
anna watkins 

Apprentice Dancers: 
Viola Vicini  

Lauren wilson, 
ellen Yilma

for full biographies please visit 
the Tavaziva dance website. 

Lisa Rowley

Lisa trained at 
dupont stage 
school and then 
went on to train 

at Laban graduating in 2008. since 
then she has toured internationally 
with Transitions dance Company, 
having the opportunity to work with 
Christian duarte, danyel Larrieu 
and Cheng Tsung-Lung. Lisa then 
went on to work with henri Oguike 
as a company member for his 2009 
research and development Period. 
following this Lisa joined aCe dance 
and music for their spring 2010 tour 
of switch, working with douglas 
Thorpe and andile sotiya. Lisa was 
a founding member of Joss arnott 
dance Company and has toured with 
them since 2010. in 2014 Lisa has 
been working on a solo ‘not waving’ 
collaborating with theatre director 
Paul sadot which will be premiered 
in september. she has also danced 
for watkins dance, Vex dance 
Theatre and ThemaxwellProject. Lisa 
joined Tavaziva dance in september 
2010.

We are so proud of 
our dancers Who have 

Worked immensely 
hard. We Would like to 

thank them for their 
dedication, passion  

and energy.

Louis Parker-
evans

Louis trained on 
the BPa (hons) 
in Contemporary 

dance at the northern school of 
Contemporary dance, graduating 
with a first Class honours in 2013. 
Louis has also been a company 
dancer of Balbir singh dance 
Company since 2012 and went on 
to become both a senior dancer 
and rehearsal director on behalf 
of BsdC in student reworkings of 
‘synchronised’. Louis has also been 
working with adaire to dance since 
2012. more recently Louis recently 
worked as both lead technician 
and performer on the childrens 
dance theatre piece ‘sea story’ with 
the company Tall Tales Big moves 
and will be continuing to work on 
the project in the new year.  Louis 
joined Tavaziva dance in 2013 as 
an apprentice on the Postgraduate 
course at London Contemporary 
dance school and became a 
company dancer in 2014.  
 
 
 
 
 

theo Samsworth 
 
Theo graduated 
from Trinity 
Laban with a first 
Class honours in 

Ba (hons) Contemporary dance. 
during his training he worked with 
choreographers including Lizzi kew-
ross, susan sentler, Lea anderson, 
Charlotte darbyshire and Bernadette 
iglich. after graduating Theo joined 
Tavaziva dance for their ten year 
anniversary tour as an apprentice, 
as part of his postgraduate studies 
at London Contemporary dance 
school, and was then invited to 
tour internationally with edge, the 
postgraduate company at LCds 
performing works by Yael flexer, 
Ben wright and mariana Tengner 
Barros. Theo joined Tavaziva dance 
as a company dancer in 2014.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



chair: katie Town 
treasurer: Graeme wallace 
 
trustees: davina mendelsohn, Tina 
mermiri, david simpson, Geoffrey 
king, hannah fosker, deborah 
Baddoo mBe and namron OBe. 

beth cinamon 
executive Director & creative 
Producer 

Beth is a creative producer and arts 
manager who trained at London 
Contemporary dance school. she 
has been director of arts charity 
westminster arts and performing 
arts officer of LB hammersmith & 
fulham initiating and producing 
Lyrical dance, dance Challenge and 
momentum. she ran studio Theatre 
in Paddington and later became 
project manager for henri Oguike 
dance Company, arte Latino Cultural 
Project and maresa von stockert. 
she recently co-produced a short 
film and published her first highly 
successful book to accompany a 
graphic design exhibition she 
produced with the iCa. after being a 
Trustee of the Company, she became 
executive director in august 2013 
with an additional role as Creative 
Producer since august 2014.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

emily bray 
education Manager & company 
Administrator 
 
emily studied a Ba in Performing 
arts at London metropolitan 
University specialising in community 
performance and contemporary 
dance. since graduating, she 
became Creative Producer and 
Performer for dark island dance 
and designed and delivered arts 
education programmes for artis 
and Perform. she worked as a 
facilitator at Old Vic new Voices and 
was recently assistant movement 
director for their acclaimed 
community production housed. she 
joined Tavaziva dance in 2013 as 
Company administrator and also 
became education manager in may 
2014.

 
Ashlee bowen 
Assistant Administrator 
 
ashlee has joined the company for 
a 7 month placement from surrey 
University where she is studying a 
Ba degree in dance and Culture.

2013 - Spring

Greed

Dancers: 
katie Cambridge, 
Lisa rowley, 
Petros Treklis, 
anna watkins, 
ellen Yilma

Apprentice Dancers: 
Leire Garin, 
Claire Lambert, 
Gabriela montgomery-
solano

creative team management team
Ansoumana ‘vieux’ 
bakayoko  
Musician 

Vieux started 
playing djembe 

at three years of age, learning 
traditional malinke rhythms. master 
djembefola (hence the name ‘Vieux’) 
and soloist for many prominent 
ballets in senegal, Vieux has eight 
years’ experience teaching european 
students. he has great knowledge 
and experience of the modern ballet, 
the performance based drum and 
dance spectacular now associated 
with the music of the djembe. 
Besides the djembe, Vieux plays and 
teaches it’s partner, the doun doun, 
as well as Bolon, krin and Gongroma 
Until he left senegal in 2006, Vieux 
was the principal soloist with the 
artistes du Ballet Bougarabou. Other 
groups he has formed and been the 
soloist with include niokolokoba, 
melody africa dakar and Basikolo. 
since moving to the Uk, Vieux has 
performed on BBC radio and toured 
worldwide with the rsC in their 
production of ‘Julius Caesar’.

2014

tavaziva ten

Spring Dancers: 
anna watkins, 
katie Cambridge, 
Petros Treklis, 
Bafana solomon matea, 
ellen Yilma.

Autumn Dancers: 
anna watkins, 
Bafana solomon matea, 
Carmine de amicis, 
daniella selwood, 
ellen Yilma, 
Lisa rowley, 
Louis Parker-evans, 
Theo samsworth.

education and outreach work is a vital strand of Tavaziva 
dance’s work. Our extensive education programme runs 
throughout the year delivering open company classes, 
repertoire and creative workshops, advanced level 
masterclasses and creative residencies. we recently piloted 
our dance Lab which gave students and recent graduates the 
opportunity to work collaboratively in the studio with Bawren 
and guest artists. Our varied schools programme provides 
creative dance opportunities for young people across the Uk. 
all of our programmes are bespoke designed and led by a 
member of our experienced company.

‘the enthusiasm of the dance leaders was infectious.’ 
teacher

 

 
Tavaziva male is the company’s all male youth dance 
company, set up to inspire young male dancers ages 14-19. 
Tavaziva male trains and develops raw, natural dancers in 
a range of dance techniques and styles, with a particular 
focus on the dance styles employed at Tavaziva dance; ballet, 
contemporary dance and traditional african styles. 

‘it’s an amazing, amazing company for boys to dance in. For 
myself...for my GcSe’s it has helped so much...and now 
i’m learning new things...getting out of my comfort zone - 
African, contemporary dance, you don’t often see boys do 
that. it’s an amazing company and i think all boys should 
join.’ Participant, Age 14

For booking and for further information, please contact 
education@tavazivadance.com 

education
James Mackenzie 
Production 
Manager & 
Lighting Designer 

James trained at 
rose Bruford College. recent credits 
include Out of his skin and in the 
dust (2faced dance), Jason and 
the argonauts (Courtyard Theatre), 
Close distance (Parlor dance), 
finding Joy (Vamos Theatre), rock 
and suitcase story (dance east), 
The Legend of Captain Crow’s 
Teeth (Unicorn Theatre), dna (hull 
Truck), macbeth (Courtyard Theatre), 
herding Cats (hampstead), see 
(Company decalage), shattered 
(feral Productions), steam (royal 
festival hall), Cut it Out (Young Vic), 
speaking on Tongues (Birmingham 
school of acting).

Karisma costumes 
costume Design 

Ben Voorhaar 
studied at 
the scapino 

danceacademie and at the Technical 
school for fashion and Clothing in 
amsterdam. following a successful 
career as a dancer with companies 
at home and abroad he has worked 
as an independent costume designer 
for numerous theatres. sabrina 
zyla learned taylor and studied 
fashion design at the modeschule 
düsseldorf. she worked for several 
German companies as a fashion 
designer and patternmaker in 
1997 Ben Voorhaar und sabrina 
zyla formed karisma Costumes. 
Together they have designed and 
realised projects in fashion, events, 
media and the theatre. They also 
lecture as guest teachers at the 
arnhem acadamy of high arts, The 
rotterdam danceacademie and The 
international movieschool Cologne.
www.karisma-costumes.de

Joanne bernard 
Rehearsal Director 
 
Joanne trained 
at the northern 
school of 

Contemporary dance in Leeds. she 
then worked with kokuma dance 
company in Birmingham which 
enabled her to work with some of 
the best african and Caribbean 
tutors, koffi koko, Peter Badejo, h 
pattern and Patsy ricketts to name 
a few. she has 18 years performance 
experience working for a variety 
of companies including ace dance 
and music (contemporary/african 
fusion), foot in hand (disabled and 
able bodied dancers) and Tutti frutti 
(children’s theatre). Joanne went on 
to become movement director with 
red earth Theatre based in derby 
for 5 productions and then returned 
to Tutti frutti as a choreographer for 
their autumn show silly Billy and has 
been with the company ever since. 
Joanne has been a rehearsal 
director since 2004 working 
with companies such as state of 
emergency and rosie kay with who 
she was rehearsal director for four 
seasons between 2005 and 2010. she 
was rehearsal director for Tavaziva 
dance during the critically acclaimed 
2004 production ‘Bophelo’ in which 
the company toured to zimbabwe as 
part of the harare international arts 
festival. she returned to Tavaziva as 
rehearsal director for ‘Tavaziva Ten’ 
in autumn 2014. 
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contact tavaziva dance: bernie grant arts centre,
town hall approach road, london, n15 4rX

e: info.tav@tavazivadance.com 
t: 020 8365 9150

/tavazivadance       @tavazivadance
design: eaW ltd

Join us for our highly anticipated production of africarmen, bawren tavaziva’s sumptuous new 
work that will be touring in autumn 2015.

don’t miss out – join our mailing list or like us on facebook!

for more information on the company, the dancers, future projects and how you can get 
involved please visit www.tavazivadance.com

tavaziva ten photography: dillonrose.com. music for the orphan was a collaboration between bawren and idrissa camara.

tavaziva ten is touring to:


